Sullivan: Money can solve university's woes

Janet Birdsell

The university needs to find new ways to raise funds as the public becomes less willing to support education through taxes, Sullivan said. As president candidate, he is going to have to assume that responsibility.

"There is nothing wrong with being a person who is willing to take the chance," Sullivan said. "If someone who is president is going to have to assume that responsibility," Sullivan said. "You call it a 'lean, mean, fundraising machine.' Folks, where are you going to get it if somebody doesn't go raise it?"

Ben Pouletter and Sean Gale express a different side of the Kirk Sullivan issue during a demonstration at the Student Union.

Representing the faculty, students, and the stakeholders of UI, I have a different set of goals and I'll have a different set of advisors working with me. That's the important thing," Sullivan said. Adressing the athletic program, Sullivan said he supports sports but doesn't want to divert state funds to athletics.

"If people want a successful athletic program, then the Vandals Boosters need to go raise that money," he said. The final presidential candidate, Nicholas Henry, will be at an open reception at 3 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom today. Written comment on any of the candidates should be directed to Luzette Fowler in the President's Office by 5 p.m. Wednesday. The State Board of Education expects to select the new president Friday.

Shelby Dopp

Editor in Chief

Nicholas L. Henry would consider it a promotion if he is selected as the next president of the University of Idaho.

"Idaho is on the cusp of rapid development," he said. "It has a good and growing reputation." He has acted as the president for Georgia Southern University in Statesboro for the past nine years of his life. When he first arrived at GSU, the university was actually a college. But it experienced 100 percent growth—growing from 7,000 students to 14,000—under him and then formed into a university. It became the first new university in Georgia in 21 years, he said. GSU's budget also doubled and research grants tripled.

He believes the strengths of UI are the people. On the other hand, the challenges the university faces are the demographics of other good institutions in the state.

"If it is chosen as president, Henry said his door would be kept open to everybody on campus. At GSU, he tries to take anyone who wants to be a vice president out to lunch over the course of the academic year. He meets faculty to discuss and academic departments over for conversation. He even visits GSU campus eating facilities to meet with students and tends to learn a lot that way.

"Half of them (students) aren't that bright," he said. "If chosen, he said he would keep in touch with the campus as much as he possibly can.

In a meeting with student leaders yesterday, ASUI President Brian Kans asked Henry how quality on campus might be improved. Henry said he has encouraged GSU students to register to vote, and he sought and even selected its first student to the city council this year.

He thinks it's important for students to engage in campus activities. "You will end up a better person when you graduate," by engaging in campus activities Henry said. He was a member of a fraternity and the editor of a student newspaper when he attended college.

As for Henry's leadership style, he said he doesn't think he's the best person to answer that question. However, the president of the university said he is very aggressive and very aggressive in pursuit of resources.

"I return all phone calls, except to stockbrokers," he said. Henry said he would work with the Board of Regents to increase faculty salaries—at least to the national average. Currently Idaho faculty members make about $43,000 a year. The national average is around $51,000.

ASUI Senator Jay Feldman asked Henry what he thought about virtual university. Henry said, "The university would be ill advised not to use it."

But Henry said the virtual campus cannot replace the role of a residential one. He believes people need to engage in campus life. However, he said both sides can win.
\section*{Local}

Tattoo season approaches

The coming of warmer-spring temperatures will drive some students to show a little more than their sides—tattoos. The Argonaut interviewed Jeremy Hogan, owner of the Falling Moon tattoo studio in Moscow, in an investigation to look at what to expect in this season’s tattooing.

"We have a lot of fraternities or Greek crests," Hogan said, "also, Yang-Yang symbols, roses, daisies, dolphins, suns and moons."

Tattoos often have personal meaning to the wearer. "Most people link their tattoo to something they’ve done or their ethnic background," Hogan said.

Placement of tattoos on men and women tend to vary. Men usually have their tattoos placed on their shoulder or arm, while women on their calf, hip or "bikini line," Hogan said.

—Adam Gardels

\section*{World}

China expels two Taiwanese journalists

BEIJING—China expelled two Taiwanese journalists Sunday, a day after they were seen taking surveillance installations on the coastal fishing vessel "Taiwan."

Police interrogated the journalists and confiscated equipment and videotapes.

Su, the reporter, said that he and Chiang did not know that they were in a restricted area.

Xinhua said the journalists had come to Beijing on the pretext of covering China’s annual legislative session, which opened Tuesday, but then traveled to Fujian.

China does not allow Taiwanese news organizations to open offices on the mainland. Taiwanese reporters are granted entry permits on a case-by-case basis to cover specific events and are allowed only to stay for a month or two at a time.

All foreign reporters in China are supposed to obtain official permission to travel to other parts of the country. Recent requests to visit Fujian province have been denied because of the military exercises.

—Associated Press

\section*{Nation}

Ruth Graham remains in critical condition following surgery

ASHEVILLE, N.C.—Ruth Bell Graham, the wife of evangelist Billy Graham, was showing signs of improvement Sunday after four days of hospitalization that involved surgery for bacterial spinal meningitis.

Mrs. Graham, 75, was upgraded to critical but stable condition by doctors at Memorial Mission Hospital. She is in the hospital’s intensive care unit following surgery Saturday night.

Calls and telegrams of encouragement have come from former President George Bush, Julie Nixon Eisenhower and several members of Congress, the Rev. Graham said. Mrs. Graham had been in the Asheville hospital late last month for treatment of bacterial meningitis.

Ford, who lives in Charlotte, said that Mrs. Graham had minor back surgery and that she had had an infection.

Mrs. Graham has been hospitalized since Wednesday.

The Graham's who have been married since 1953, live in nearby Montreat.

The Graham's have raised five children, including son Franklin, of whom was the year-old who replaced his father as head of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. The Rev. Graham, of whom has Parkinson's disease, a shuffling illness in recent months, collapsing before his speech during a cruise last summer in Tokyo.

—Associated Press

\section*{UI First Annual Kite Festival}

The UI Campus Recreation is holding the UI's First Annual Kite Festival March 30 at Greg Wick's Field. There will be four divisions in the festival: highest flying, longest, longest, and drawing for Mothers Fun Festival. Entry forms are available in the Campus Recreation Office, Room 204 of the Memorial Gym.

\section*{Ducks in the Desert}

The Palouse Audubon Society is holding an all-day workshop on the Ducks in the Desert March 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the Moscow Community Center, corner of Third and Washington, Moscow.

Since the completion of the Columbia Basin Irrigation Project, Potholes Reservoir has become a very important for waterfowl. Janam Cagirici of WSU Department of Natural Resources Science, will explain how changes and improvement in the are have affected all types of wetland bird species.

—Associated Press

\section*{Public Dissent and Non-Violent Protest}

The Wilderness Issues Collaborative is holding an interactive discussion with local activists in an event titled Public Dissent and Non-Violent Protest which will be held on March 14 at 7 p.m. in Room 10 of the Forestry, Wildlife, Resources Building.

—Associated Press

\section*{Research abstracts approaching due date}

The UI Graduate Student Association Research Exhibition abstracts are due by April 30. More information is available from the OSA office, located in the Student Union, or by calling 885-9446.

—Associated Press

\section*{Announcements}

\subsection*{Facade of Audubon Society}

The Palouse Audubon Society is holding a special meeting of the society on March 20 at 7 p.m. at the Moscow Community Center.

The meeting will discuss the society's position on the Audubon Society's national policy on protecting the wetlands and discuss the society's policy on wetlands in the Palouse region.

—Associated Press

\subsection*{Police detain reporter Sul As-Siah}

Police in Sul As-Siah, in the town of Chang Chien, said Monday that they had detained a reporter from Taiwan Television Enterprise on Wednesday. The police said that they were investigating the reporter for suspected espionage.

The police in Sul As-Siah said that they had detained the reporter for suspected espionage, but released him later in the day.

—Associated Press

\subsection*{Islamic leader captured for assassination}

ISTANBUL, Turkey—Police have captured three suspects linked to the Islamic leader for the group of Islamic political party that organized the 1995 killing of a prominent journalist who denounced Islamic fundamentalism. The suspects were arrested at an Islamic fundamentalist rally and were charged with the murder of the journalist.

Cagirici, a former leader of the group, was arrested at a rally earlier this month.

Cagirici claimed the Islamic group has been fighting for the assassination of Celal Ensar, a columnist for the Istanbul-based Hurriyet.
Spinning class, equipment comes to Moscow gym

Shawn Vidmar

A new aerobics class demonstrated last week at Pure Energy proved to be successful when classes began Friday.

The equipment looks much like a stationary bike. Developed by Schwinn and Johnny Goldberg, an ultra-endurance cyclist, the bike facilitates a high intensity, nonimpact, group cardiovascular workout. It is for cyclists during inclement or unstable weather, or fitness enthusiasts who desire a great new workout challenge.

The bike has a weighted front wheel that creates momentum, a fixed gear chain drive, toe clips on the pedals, fully adjustable handlebars and seat (both for height and proximity to the handlebar), resistance knob and an emergency break.

The instructors trained intensively for three months to offer this course, but they are far from done. They will attend a total of six more months of training in order to complete the course.

The course, designed to be completed in stages, contains information on how to "read" the group across the flats, up a gentle hill changing into a steep grind, and back down the other side. The music is choreographed to mimic the breathing patterns and cadence requirements for such a route.

The instructors also suggest times to come off the seat, alternate handlebar grips, and remind the participants to relax.

"It's neat because I don't have to worry about traffic, flat tires, dogs, head winds or falling over" said one participant.

"I can do this without feeling competitive with the whole class," said another.

"While hiking outside, my shoulders always tense up from having to balance, turn, and fight traffic. It's not like this," said a third. The lack of data screens, levels, monitors, and other computer data substituted with the presence of only a resistance knob offers a unique and highly personal workout.

Jan Neglay, owner of Pure Energy said, "As soon as the word gets around, there will be waiting lists for classes." She tracked spinning from an ESPN fitness equipment expo over a year ago until she felt she was informed. She finally got in touch with Schwinn to see what she needed to do obtain the training and the machines.

Neglay stated that cycling in a group causes everyone to feed off of the energy, without the potential danger of drafting and line cycling.

"Spinning is not just exercise, it is a journey of self change. A mind and body journey [but that] ultimately we are responsible only to ourselves," said Neglay.

Neglay, and her trained staff of four other instructors, offer sessions throughout the day. Anyone interested should go by Pure Energy for times and costs.
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Traveling with drugs can lead to disaster

Allissa Arndt

For many Americans a dream vacation overseas has turned into a living nightmare in a foreign jail. Last year 2,200 Americans were arrested overseas. Over half of those involved were accused of possessing or using drugs. If you are planning to travel overseas you should be aware of the consequences of possessing or using drugs.

According to a press release from the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Consular Affairs, "Americans have been arrested for possessing as little as a third of an ounce of marijuana.

Many people do not realize that once they leave U.S. soil they are subject to the laws and legal systems of foreign countries. A number of American travelers believe that the Bureau of Consular Affairs can get them out of jail, or the country, and supply them with the legal representation. Although the Bureau is responsible for the welfare and protection of American citizens abroad it cannot supervise the laws and legal systems of another country. Once you are out of the U.S. you are no longer protected by the constitution or U.S. laws.

Several countries have enacted seven days to stop the flow of narcotics. A brochure from the U.S. Consular Affairs Bureau states, "Anyone who is caught with even a very small quantity for personal use and consumption will face the same sentence as the large scale trafficfik.

Mexico, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, the Bahamas and other countries have drug laws that carry a mandatory jail sentence for individuals convicted of carrying even small amounts of cocaine or marijiuna. Some sentences are often seven years or more without parole. Many countries ban not is granted in cases involving drug charges. Also a growing number of countries including Turkey, Pakistan, Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines have enacted the death penalty for some drug charges.

A Bureau of Consular Affairs official can not get you out of jail, give you legal counsel or represent you at trial. However, an U.S. consular official can visit you in jail, give you information about your case, notify your family and friends of your situation. With your authorization a consular officer can also relay requests for money or other aid to your friends and/or family, but cannot supply you with government funds.

A consular officer can also argue your case to the judge or jury and assure that, under local law, your rights are observed and that you are humanely treated according to international standards. If you are being mistreated or abused you should report it to the appropriate authorities.

In a number of countries the accused must supply the burden of proof to avoid his or her innocence. "Innocent until proven guilty" is not the belief in other countries. In some places you legally obtained evidence is admissible in court.

**SEE DRUGS PAGE 7**
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### Stereotypes alive, strong in science fields

Tammy Mills

Why is the participation of women in science so limited? Dr. Francesca Sammarco addressed this issue in her talk "Women and Science: Where Does the Glass Wall Come From?" The Department of electrical engineering hosted Sammarco's talk March 5 in the Janssen Engineering Building. Sammarco, a visiting professor in the department of physics at the University of Idaho, said, "Through the stages in life a girl or young woman may encounter invisible barriers, that is what I call the glass wall."

Sammarco attended Pavia University in Italy and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, her talk focused on three basic points: limited participation of Women in Science, why there are so few, and solutions to this problem. Sammarco said, "Sure, progress has been made but by no means are we where we should be or want to be. " Men are seen as being competent unless proven otherwise, whereas women are seen as incompetent unless proven otherwise.

Science and math proficiency exams by age and gender showed girls outperforming their male peers at age nine. Sammarco said, "At a certain point somewhere during the teenage years girls start to fall behind, and the more they fall behind the more they lose confidence and self esteem." In the end this results in less participation.

By age 13 girls begin to fall behind in science. Sammarco said, "At this young age proficiency in science is not about understanding of theoretical physics, but of certain concepts, encouraging of families and teachers. If girls don't get that extra attention because they are not expected to want it or need it, they have already hit an early invisible barrier a 'glass wall.'"

These are the crucial years when a young person is particularly sensitive to peer and media pressure, this is the age when gender becomes an issue. Sammarco said.

Sammarco said, "Some people suggest that women are just a bit inherently less gifted... I don't think so."

Strong correlation with national as well as social structure and the way a female scientist is perceived within that culture suggests they must be more..."
HEV races with big boys

Shawn Riffe pilots the UI Hybrid Electric Vehicle down the straightaway during the APS International Electric Vehicle Race in Phoenix, Ariz. last week.

Tammy Mills
Staff

The University of Idaho's Hybrid Electric Vehicle project could run with the big boys at the Arizona Public Services International Electric Vehicle race in Phoenix, Ariz., March 1 through March 3. The UI HEV team competed among the likes of General Motors and Wright Engineering, a professional team which concentrates strictly on drag races.

Team member and National Center for Advanced Transportation Technology intern Shawn Riffe said the UI HEV team competed in a quarter-mile drag race their first night placing third only behind Wright Engineering and the General Motors Impact.

The GM Impact beat the UI HEV narrowly by .8 seconds. The Impact currently holds a landspeed record of 183 mph. Riffe believes the HEV could have fared even better had it been running on more than a 60 percent battery charge and had it not had a problem with the inverter. Despite these setbacks the HEV still set a Firebird International Raceway track record.

The HEV team still overcame another setback when they had to qualify and then race in the drags following. In the 20 km qualifier race for hybrids the UI claimed first place. Following the qualifier race the UI HEV took first place in the 20 kilometer race beating out the General Motors Institute's Saturn.

NCATT intern Joe Harrison said, "The purpose of the drag race was to demonstrate the vehicle's acceleration potential and to show that electric vehicles can be comparable to gasoline cars. For instance, all the top finishers in the drag race had times comparable or better than many internal combustion engined sports cars."

Riffe explained there is a difference between electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles.

Riffe said, "The electric vehicle uses batteries as its power storage rather than gas, and its range or 'distance' is limited to the capacity of its batteries." Riffe said the HEV is a "happy medium" between being a total electric or gas vehicle.

The HEV uses its gas engine as a generator to charge the batteries while the vehicle is running. The HEV has evolved over the past five years when the initial design for the first car was started, said Riffe.

"The first three years the Department of Energy judged the competition on a different set of criteria than this year's which was totally a race competition," said Riffe.

The HEV club became an official UI club this year and all the students who went to the competition are a part of it. Riffe said, "The club governs what happens to the car through research and different developments."

Looking ahead, Riffe said, the team is looking to focus more on racing and making a few modifications to make it into a potential 140 mph car.

Summer Session 1996

Here's how it can benefit you!

- ACCELERATE your college career and move up your date of graduation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>27-31</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-21</td>
<td>24-28</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>22-26</td>
<td>29-2</td>
<td>5-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Early 3-Week Session
May 20 - June 10

Early 6-Week Session
May 20 - June 28

First 4-Week Session
June 10 - July 2

Second 4-Week Session
July 8 - August 2

6-Week Session
June 10 - July 16

Pick Up Your Summer Catalog On Campus Now!
Groups espouse ‘safety first’ message for spring break

Jennifer Eng

As students head to their destinations for spring break, students, faculty and concerned members of the community are hoping to impart a message of safety and good judgment. The University of Idaho HIV/AIDS Task Force, office of Residence Life, Student Advisory Services and Student Health Services are sponsoring “Safe Spring Break Week.” This week these groups will be on campus urging students to think about the consequences of their actions.

Marylu Fresno of Residence Life said they are issuing a message of responsible, safe behavior in the hopes of eliminating senseless accidents.

Fresno said they hope everybody has a great time, but hopes students don’t participate in activities they will regret later.

Dr. Susan Gellity of student health services said, “We’re having a multifaceted approach to combine HIV awareness with general STD awareness and prevention, personal protection and also alcohol.”

The groups involved in planning “Safe Spring Break Week” are presenting the events in a passive manner instead of holding activities.

“We’re aware that people are going to be trying to finish their classes and get on with their break and maybe leaving through the course of the next week. So instead of us hoping people will come to, we’re having what we are calling passive programs or environmental awareness programs where we can increase awareness of many influences in the environment,” Gellity said.

The HIV/AIDS Task Force will have an ad in the Argonaut, information sent to living groups with safety information and condoms, staffed information tables in the library, Student Union and Wheaton cafeteria and a radio play about AIDS on KUI FM.

The information tables are offering free condoms and safety information. These tables will be run today and tomorrow from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m.

The radio play the group has planned will air twice a day. The play was written by Kelcie Hartman, a theater arts graduate student.

Dean of students Dr. Bruce Pitman said, “A very strong message of caring, compassion and concern for the safety of students while they’re away and while they will have many choices which will involve alcohol and sex. We hope they’ll take an extra moment and consider consequences and make decisions which will ultimately keep themselves and others safe. We want them to do so.”

“We want them to keep their wits about them,” Gellity said.

Pitman advises to use good judgment especially if traveling to a “spring break vacation spot.”

“The community norm changes for a brief time,” Pitman said. “It seems one of the temptations that tends to occur in a spring break culture when students are away from the regular rules and social moral norms is that they tend to engage in casual relationships much more easily because everyone is college age, everyone is consuming alcohol, or a lot of people are, and basically there is a common understanding if you go to Mexico or some other party place that everyone there is there for a good time.”

Everyone is there basically with the same expectations, again operating on the assumption that the norms are somewhat different and they don’t take the risks as seriously as they should in that new environment little world that is constructed,” Gellity said.

Another message Gellity said the group is trying to get out is how dangerous it can be when mixed with alcohol. There are a lot of factors such as AIDS and heroin that cannot be cured. The consequences can last forever.

“Most people who drink know they are likely to make different kinds of decisions when under the influence of drugs and alcohol and it’s important to realize that whether they make those decisions of how to relate to other people sober or under the influence, they’re going to have to live with the consequences sober. Unfortunately many choices are made under the influence of alcohol that they regret very much,” Gellity said.

Pitman, “Obey the law, understand who you’re with, be familiar with those you are traveling with and know what your limits and their limits are in whatever activity you choose to engage in.”

The groups sponsoring the “Safe Spring Break Week” advocate personal safety and well-being of students, but if something happens, it’s too late.

“I think another message is if a student over the break has engaged in behavior which they are now concerned about the consequences, if they have had sex which they now regret, they should try to seek out counseling services which are available to individuals or through the counseling center,” Gellity said.

They should not just simply pretend that the problem is over or that they are in a better situation or that they are not going to go away,” Pitman said.

Gellity said, “Students should make choices that they feel good about in the moment, but also feel good about long term. As a part of making those choices communication skills are very important. We can’t simply say what we think of as good self-care and expect that to magically happen.”

As students depart for their destinations this spring break the HIV/AIDS task force, residence life, SAS and SHS would like people to take extra time in making choices and consider consequences seriously before taking action.

New foreign language program incorporates multi-media approach

Christopher Clayson

A technology-based approach to teaching foreign language is changing the University of Idaho program where students can interact with a laser disc and a Macintosh computer in an attempt to create a joint learning environment.

The program teaches “paradigmatic skills” such as animation, gesture, body movement and pointing designed to create a more natural feel that can be difficult to reproduce in traditional foreign language programs. Program Coordinator and University professor Carolyn Fieldman said in the program students use role-playing techniques that resemble method acting.

“Students learn to place themselves in the bodies of native speakers,” Fieldman said. “With careful guidance through these real life examples of communication, students learn pronunciation and the special characteristics of everyday French or German speech. Students are immediately aware of what they are aiming for in the language.”

Computer control of the process gives even students difficulties and allows instructors to tailor each exercise. Fieldman said “With the computer there is much more control... you can play it as a frame, you can show it in slow motion or block-out roles. It really lets the student feel what it is like to be in the body of the speaker.” Fieldman said.

The program, funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, is an extension of work begun by the late Professor Laurence Wylie of Harvard University. Many of the concepts in the program have their roots in Wylie’s work, said Fieldman.

Building in the 1970s with the publication of Braem Gessner, a popular professor of classical French speaking in conversation, Wylie’s ideas have carried through many years.

Still in its experimental stages, the program has met with approval of many UI faculty, including UI foreign language studies, Joan West.

Tentative plans for next spring would include a course focused on the new material and availability of laser discs and computers in the language laboratory, West said.

While the program does teach some of the same material covered in traditional foreign language courses, it is not designed to replace them, but to overlap and supplement them Fieldman said.
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Environmental group angry with Clearwater timber report

Zachary Smith

The Clearwater Biodiversity Project, a non-profit organization for improving the management of public lands, is unhappy with a recent report titled A Study of the Effects of Changing Federal Timber Policies on Rural Communities in Northwestel.

HOOVER [FROM PAGE 1]

other states. This will result in greater pressure for change. He stated UI should recruit the "best and brightest Idaho has to offer."

As the president, Hoover stated that he would lead the development and articulation of a shared vision, organize the implementation of that vision, be an advocate for UI, and provide the energy to have community.

DRUGS [FROM PAGE 4]

court. Few countries require the defendant to be present at his or her own trial and jury trials are not always offered for drug offenders.

Travelers are responsible for all luggage in their possession and for everything in a vehicle that they are driving. Many people have become unknowing drug traffickers simply by carrying a package across a border or driving a car across a border for someone else. Ignorance of the contents of a package or a car is not accepted by local authorities and you may end up paying a fine or going to jail for a crime you didn't even know you were committing.

A number of Americans have also ended up in a foreign jail for drunk and disorderly conduct. When traveling overseas you should have a general awareness of local laws and customs of the countries you are visiting to ensure a safe and enjoyable trip. A press release from the Border: for Consular Affairs said "Americans are expected to obey all laws, and that the University of Idaho face severe penalties while abroad."

The moral of the story is, don't get caught or your time overseas may last longer than you want it to.

The report was released by the Idaho. The report was released by the Clearwater Biodiversity Project, a non-profit organization for improving the management of public lands, in a recent report titled A Study of the Effects of Changing Federal Timber Policies on Rural Communities in Northwestel.

The report forecasts detrimental effects on primarily timber-centered communities in northcentral due to continuing federal timber policies. Regionally the report predicts six mill closures and a loss of 2,900 jobs along with $87 million in annual earnings by the year 2000.

Commissioned by the 1994 and 1995 Idaho Legislature, the study endorses state management of the Clearwater and N and Pete National Forests as the alternative most likely to save the communities from devastating losses.

Dr. Charles Peschel, director of the Clearwater Biodiversity Project, said that the biggest problems with the report are certain assumptions made concerning timber supply and the blame assignment inherent in the report.

"The report is a consistent vehicle for blaming the Clearwater National Forest for the overcutting on private and state lands," Dr. Peschel said. "The "high amenity alternative" has the best chance of keeping the mills open."

Dr. Peschel maintains that the quantity of timber that the report claims is needed to keep the endangered sawmills open cannot be found in the Clearwater and Nete National Forests.

"The trees just aren't there."

The report endorses state management of the Clearwater and Pete National Forests, allowing for increased timber harvesting and saving the endangered sawmills and jobs. Charles W. McKetta, a forest economist with UI and co-author of the report, said that the authors studied the programs and scenarios available to them, including an alternative where "tourism-replaces-timber," and the implications in the report show that the "high amenity alternative" has the best chance of keeping the mills open.

Dr. Peschel said that the Idaho timber industry is in trouble. After an upturn for timber and the influx of Canadian timber over the last year and a half, many have contributed to lower prices. However, the report states that "National Forests dominate Idaho's timber markets. When federal timber sales decline sawmills must compete for logs from smaller sources or close."

"These kinds of policies make for some really interesting economic transactions," said McKetta. But, it is not his job to find answers, he said, "it is to examine possible solutions and their implications."

Sammarricas said, "I'm sure nobody today would say women are too subjective and impure for scientific thought but there are things we do say which can be equally harmful."

"How often have you heard women are creative, but also objective, sensitive, tend to grow and think in a collaborative environment," asked Sammarricas.

On the other hand people suggest men are more objective and analytical, and they succeed in a more "objective" manner.

Sammarricas said, "Once science is defined in this rather biased way with the masculine norm, the mistake is already formed. Science is more suitable for boys, because science is more masculine."
Sullivan lacks experience

It all started with the phony press releases. Then the anonymous phone calls came in. Finally we met the man these attacks were focused on: face-to-face. I’m talking about J. Kirk Sullivan. Now I know what the man is really about—money.

Sullivan, who is one of five finalists in the University of Idaho presidential search, said getting money is the key role of a university president. I’ve got something to tell Sullivan. Money isn’t everything. There is so much more that a university president needs to do besides search for funds. Don’t get me wrong. Money is very important to a university, but it’s not the only thing a president should focus on.

The president needs to be seen on campus. At a faculty forum yesterday, Sullivan said he would be an external president. But he also said he would be more accessible than any other UI president. I don’t understand how he can be in both places at the same time—with raising money for the university and also on campus. I’d kinda like to see that. For most people, however, it’s completely impossible.

I found the accessible statement contradictory. He never returned any press phone calls over the past few weeks. I wonder how he will communicate with the people on this campus. But the March 11 edition of the Moscow-Pullman Daily News reported that Sullivan apologized for never returning media phone calls. “He said he wanted the community to meet him face-to-face and not through the newspaper,” the paper said. So I guess we should let him off the hook. The least he could have done was return phone calls and say he had no comment.

I also think the university president needs to know something about academic administration, which is something Sullivan does not have a background in. Sullivan serves as the vice president for research and environmental affairs for Boise Cascade Corp. The president needs to be an academician. He needs to know something about how to run a university.

But Sullivan has a simple solution to this downfall. Sullivan said he would put a strong provost in the position to cover the academic aspects of the university —while he’s out raising lots of money. Of course, what if that person can’t do the job? Then the university would have no academician to provide the faculty with academic guidance. The president wouldn’t have any experience in dealing with academia, so all guidance would be lost until something else was found. In the meantime, all hell would break loose at UI. But that’s just my speculation.

Let’s hope the presidential selection committee picks the right person who has both a background in academic administration and raising funds.

—Shelby Dopp

Right-wing hypocrites prove human stupidity is infinite

Although I generally loath all things right-wing, I have to commend the incredible group of extreme conservatives for credit for one thing: They are persistent.

Recent developments at a high school in Utah are an example of just how far the right wing will go to defend their ideals and discrimination against others that differ from them.

The story comes from the Feb. 28 edition of the New York Times. Katell Peterson is a 17-year-old student at Wasatch High School in Davis County.

She is also a lesbian. Being a gay teenager, she is not exactly sure anywhere in our society, but you can imagine it would be particularly hard in extremely conservative Utah. Peterson and two other gay students started an extracurricular club called the Gay/Straight Alliance to offer support to gay and bisexual teens.

The establishment of the club was made possible by the Federal Equal Access Act of 1984. The law was intended to allow this club to meet in public schools and was supported by Orrin Hatch, R-Utah.

Isn’t it ironic? These kids used a law sponsored by conservatives to set up a club that conservatives have laughed out loud when I read it. But Sen. Hatch didn’t find it quite as funny as the students did.

“The act was never intended to prevent discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or activity,” Hatch said.

That’s strange, because the same bill is the Federal EQUAL Access Act. The word “equal” seems to imply the act was intended for everyone, not just certain people who have earned the Orrin Hatch Seal of Approval. “Proprihanae” is a pretty big word; perhaps the senator should have looked up “hypocrisy” when he had the dictionary out.

The rest of the Salt Lake City community was about as amused as Sen. Hatch. The city’s Board of Education was faced with two options.

It could allow Peterson’s club to exist and irritate the city’s conservatives, or it could ban the club and irritate the federal government in the tune of law suits and the loss of federal funding. But the board decided to go with a completely irrational third option: It banned all clubs at public schools and irritated everyone.

How’s that for proof that human stupidity is truly infinite? All Peterson’s club wanted to do was meet in a classroom after school, just like the Spanish, chess or science clubs did. But because a group of narrow-minded bigots don’t want their kids to mix with the wits of a shrub and meatloaf for brains are calling the shots, every student at East High is being punished.

The meekheads’ logic behind preventing homosexual students from meeting until a school administration appalls its in stupidity.

Oyde Rozinta, president of the
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Taking the family wagon for groceries may be dangerous

Sundae! Sunday! Sunday! At Boise Capital Building! Live bustin’ Brock

See them mash Volkswagens, do doughnuts and almost smash automobiles and make a really big noise! Buy your tickets now! We’ll sell you one for the whole seat, but you’ll only need the edge.

Last Thursday four trucking enthusiasts converged on our state’s fair capital and proposed limited use on their toys.

The big dudes who own these big trucks aren’t the only ones who propose limited use. Some lawmakers. Seems they have to put bumper-sticker legislation and extend the full length of the front end of these vehicles, of course, but like the rest of us are (not) interested to do.

Needless to say, these truck owners have something to say about this whole mass problem of automotive safety. But mo-o-o, we can’t! They just don’t make after-market bumper that do that... wahl! Rigs are fine, it’s those common ugly foreign things that are to blame. Yeah, if they’d just be American four-wheel-drive and take a couple grand then it wouldn’t have any problems.

Never mind that not a single component on these jackshack sky high ass-kickin’ pickups is after-market material. Never mind that the rest of the world drives small import cars. Never mind that most people don’t have your enthusiasm for all things large and loud.

Listen, I’ve had friends who own these big rigs, and they tell me that they’re safer and better than those jake-brakes. But they tell me it’s too expensive. Because they’re so big and fast and can crash anything it bites.

So more power to you Bubba, but the same should be done here. Everyone has to have bumper guards. What a great idea!

Listen people, such cars are manufac- tured to withstand collisions without other vehicles, not Sherman tanks. The danger does not come from the Volvo with the carefully designed side impact panels, door-airbags and anti-lock brakes. The danger comes from trucks with bumpers so high they decapitate other drivers.

And I’m sure that safety is the only thing on your mind when you’re dropping in that new Chevy V-8 big block with a shiny new dual carb. Safety is what you’re thinking about when you slap on 41-inch tires and headers that crank out more decibels than your new Alpine stereo system. Safety is what you’re thinking about when you paint things like “Death from Above” on your rear window. But you’re going to have to think about safety just one more time.

The fact is that monster trucks are toys. They’re a lot of fun in the mud, and a good way to spend several hours on a night in the shop get-ting acquinted with your power tools. They’re even pretty good in the mud and high water, but never designed for highway use. What you’re faced with is one of a two-story truck. You just can’t have your cake and eat it too. Either put a few minor safety features on your vehicle so we don’t have heedless drivers careening about, or keep your toys in the mud hole and take the family wagon to town for groceries.
**Letters to the Editor**

**Cuban information inaccurate**

As the nation seeking to lead what one of our past presidents described as the "New World Order," the U.S. has a responsibility to respect the integrity of sovereign nations everywhere on the planet. The U.S. clearly has a problem in this regard with regards to the nation of Cuba. During the past week, we have been inundated with misinformation about Cuba. Such propaganda makes it almost impossible to understand Cuban U.S. relations, both in the past and the present. We are provided little unbiased analysis with which to make informed decisions about what our wisest policies should be toward Cuba. The recent article by Cerene Flowers, "Cubans Way Out of Line," is a perfect example of the American tendency to over-react, completely and irrationally, in the face of misconceptions. Brothers to the Rescue can not be accurately described as a "Refuge group" or "non-violent people," as Flowers suggests. This organization, headed by Jose Basulto, has repeatedly irritated the sovereignty of Cuba by invading its air space, dropping anti-government pamphlets on Havana and making dangerous low fly-bys of the capital city. Flowers states that "two pilots were killed in any way a threat to Cuban safety or security," yet these actions blatantly disregard Cuban sovereignty. Cuba has warned repeatedly to stay out of Cuba. Jorge Dortbecker, chairman of Cuban-American Pilots Association noted that "all pilots were warned that if they pressed the "cuban" button of their planes without a flight plan, the Cuban government would not be held responsible for their personal safety." The imaginary line separating Cuban waters and international waters is difficult to define. Cuba has maps showing minute by minute radar detection throughout Cuban airspace, yet these have not been mentioned in the onslaught of disinformation perpetuated by the

---
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Utah Eagle Forum said, "Homosexuals can't reproduce, so they recruit. And they are not going to use Utah school and junior high school campuses to recruit." The military recruits. Colleges recruit. They do so on the basis of the advantages they feel they can offer to their recruits. What do you suppose a gay recruiting video should look like? It might go something like this: (Cut bobble machine and "YMAca" by the Village People.)

"Are you tired of having the same legal rights as everyone else in this society of equal opportunity? How would you like to be systematically abused, harassed, discriminated against and just generally treated like a second-class citizen? Become a homosexual." They could show video clips of gay people being harassed or beaten up or something. No one would volunteer to be gay in a country that treats homosexuals the way our society does. To suggest gay people are out trying to recruit people that they do not resemble is classic right-wing headshot paranoia.

Although 400 students that day protested for the so-called "gay rights to support the cause, they still had the minority opinion. To no avail, the Cuban government was today regarded with the support of most East High students. In particular, the entire student body staged a walk out to object to the presence of a "gun" group. The students were sympathetic to Peterson's cause. Several students were reported that if they could form a group called the "Anti-Homosexual League." Other students threw snowballs at the protesters. Children are not born full of narrow-mindedness and hatred. They are taught that way. And these right-wing people with heads full of meat are responsible.

---

**Buy a pizza or we'll make it snow again.**

**Lunch Specials 11-3**

14" 1-item & 1 drink
16" 1-item & 2 drinks

**$4.99**

Delivered

---

**DELIVERED**

**$6.49**

Delivered
Maintain Your Toyota's Quality.
Comprehensive bumper-to-bumper inspection of your Toyota by Toyota Certified Technicians.
Fridays by appointment only! $9.25
3/15, 3/22, 3/29
Includes: Wash & Vacuum (Imports Only)
Schedule NOW, limited times available • (208) 882-0580

James Toyota
1212 Pullman Rd. • Moscow • (208) 882-0580

Sometimes driving is one split decision after another.
It's not enough that you have to set the cruise, adjust the mirror, buckle up, find a decent radio station, turn up the radio, roll down the window and fix your hair... you have to watch the road?
For a FREE estimate, give us a call. 882-8535.

SPRING BREAK CAR CARE

Moscow Auto Service
We specialize in 4 Wheel Drive Repair
We also do:
- Mechanical Repair
- Body & Glass Repair
- Front End Work
- Air Conditioning Repair

23 1/2 Hour Towing Service
1926 S. Main, Moscow 882-2913

THE WINDSHIELD DOCTOR
GLASS COMPANY
Auto Detail Specialists
CAR CLEANING
730 Pullman Rd.
Moscow
882-8099

GLASS TINTING
882-8099

WINDSHIELD REPAIR
853-1178

Pullman Ford Mercury
CHECK OUT OUR SERVICE SAVINGS!

GOOD ON ANY SERVICE PERFORMED IN THE SERVICE DEPT., AND GET A FREE CAR WASH WITH SERVICE

Jerry's Chevron
10 CENT OIL CHANGE READY FOR SPRING!

$2.00 OFF
21 Point Lube, Oil & Filter
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS • COUPON EXPIRES 3-31-96
U.S. media. It is striking that neither these maps, nor the complete flight transcripts from the Air Traffic Controller in Havana to the three Glean aircraft, have been accounted for. The U.S. has reacted to this incident based on Basilio's statement, without even considering the documentation held by Cuba. Cuba has a right to do so for itself—without U.S. intervention of any sort.

Selling “shy-acting assassins to Cuba” with a list of names of government officials who need bullets in their heads” is not a viable policy prescription. Western Europe, Japan and Canada all have favorable trading policies with Cuba, showing that normalization with the Cuban government is not as implausible as the U.S. would like to believe. In fact, direct negotiations with Cuba is the only remedy that could lead to détente in Cuban-American relations.

The time has come for the U.S. to do what it should have done 35 years ago—shock off the “Red” paranoia and open relations with Castro’s government.

—Kirsten Cornell

‘Outdoors’ tips not good rules to follow

For the second time this semester your outdoor editor has passed on completely erroneous information for those who find that they are lost. I do not know where he gets his information, but I do know that what he is telling readers of the Argonaut is guaranteed to make a potentially dangerous situation even more perilous. Last Wednesday, for example, he had an article in the Argonaut about “The Outdoors: The Week.” In this article he told people to either follow a stream or take a hike, and to stay away from creeks, rivers, and the ocean. In this kernel of wisdom, he tells you to “get yourself into the wilderness.” In the output of this article, you are warned not to go too far into the wilderness, but you are encouraged to get your feet wet in wilderness areas.

As an alternative to the outdoor editor’s specious advice, I would recommend the following: first, if you are lost, find a tree that gives shelter, make yourself as comfortable as possible, build a fire if you can and wait. Last, Cuba has one of the best Search and Rescue organizations in the world and you will be found, although perhaps not as soon as you would like. (Don’t always rely on the government.)

I would recommend that your outdoor editor check with those who know about Search and Rescue operations before he passes on information that could lead to serious injury or even death. When you are lost is not the time to experiment with “Tips” such as these. —Graham Driskell

training director, Palouse/Clearwater Search and Rescue

Student loans under attack

Representing the College National Republican Committee, Joe Galli’s statement in the March 5 Argonaut our dis- tinguish for big government as a basis for his argument against the Student Direct Loan Program. Among his comments are, the SDLP is “one of the most costly government takeovers of any of our nation’s privately run and funded programs,” and the SDLP will “turn Uncle Sam into a banker.” This is absolutely false because SDLP is not govern- ment run, but rather run by a private contractor selected through a competitive bid process.

The difference between the Republican student loan process, which is available today to students who choose to use it, and the equally private SDLP is that in the SDLP all loans are processed through one private contractor. While under the Republican loan process, loans are processed by 7,000 banks, 41 guar- antee agencies and 90 secondary markets. Because of the massive number of banking institutions involved in the Republican process, it creates a bureaucratic nightmare for students and the government. At the same time, the corporate banking industry, this process cre- ates many levels of profit which costs taxpay- ers an unnecessary billions of dollars.

The Republican process, remember that it is to use today, guarantees 95 percent of the loans to the bank, allows them large origina- tion fees, and gives banks a 27 percent col- lection fee in the case of default on top of the full value of the loan. This 27 percent fee gives banks an incentive to prevent default, and thus collect hefty fees at the taxpayer’s expense. Because there is so much profit at stake, the banking industry has paid millions of dollars to lobbyists and influence peddlers to preserve the current system and prevent the spread of low cost and user friendly SDLP loans that eliminate this corporate handout.

Unlike Mr. Galli, some Republicans are beginning to appreciate the qualities of SDLP. Conservative Republican Congressman, Tom Petri of Wisconsin, called the Republican loan process “a system of private entitlements,” and said that “any conservative ought to prefer the competitive bidding system under direct loan. Last semester, Republicans, Democrats and inde- pendents in the ASUI Senate unanimously passed a resolution in support of SDLP.

Mr. Galli says that the SDLP “puts bureau- crantry first and students second” and I would ask you to decide this final point for yourself. If you don’t know, contact the student loan office and find out what kind of loan you have, or if you do not have a loan, speak to someone who does. Even better speak to peo- ple who have had both types of loans. Ask which loan is more streamlined and efficient, which loan provides the money on a more timely basis and you will certainly see that SDLP puts the students first.

—Jay Feldman

ASUI senator

Thanks for buying hotdog

The junior class of landscape architecture would like to thank all of the people that bought hot-dogs and chill from us at our fund raiser. We appreciate your help in raising The Student Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architecture at the University of Idaho. Although this will help defray the cost of the junior class’s required field trip to San Francisco later this month.

We would also like to thank Jerry Curtis at Marriott, John Mapleg, Nelson Durnan and all of the well organized staff at the Wallace Complex for keeping as supplied.

Thank you Cynthia Miltl at the College of Art and Architecture for your help in organiz- ing this event.

Without the enthusiasm and support of the university community our trip would have been very difficult and probably impossible.

—Andrew Garvaly

Opinion

Davidson wrong on creation/ evolution facts

Brian Davidson’s column “Christians do not monopolize belief faults” March 1, sounded more like a Mormon sermon than a rational fact-based argument. Poor Brian doesn’t know the difference between creationism and science! Evolution is the master key to our species. It is a theory which describes in a logical way the facts of which we are a part. All of science is based on it. Count the books and journals in the library in GB through OP. Are they based on belief in scriptures? No, they are the result of millions of hours of hard- nosed investigation and critical thinking by thousands of scientists and philosophers over the past few hundred years.

So 94 percent of Americans believe in God. But what kind of God? A God who lives somewhere up above the clouds, as the Bible tells us? A bloodless but animated old man who lives on an imaginary planet called Kolob, who had sexual intercourse with another man’s wife in ancient Palestine, as the Mormons tell us? A God who orders his followers to kill prime ministers, bus passen- gers and employees of Planned Parenthood clinics, as other God-believers tell us? A God who saves some passengers from death in air- plane crashes instead of saving everybody by preventing the crashes in the first place?

Now for a few words on scriptures. Without exception they represent the literary, cultural and moral attitudes of the societies in which they were written and of the authors who wrote them. The apostle Paul expected Jews to read the scriptures in the courtroom in the first century (1 Thessalonians 4:15- 17). Joseph Smith was no better at prophecy than Paul. On Feb. 14, 1835, Smith announced to his Quorum of the Twelve that “[T]he Lord would give a sign in 45 years” (History of the Church, vol. 2, p. 181-82). That was 105 years ago 1990–1885+105=3005.

“True believers” in the irrational and the unscientific waste enormous amounts of time and hard- earned money in defending the indefensible. Instead of fact-finding and learning more about our universe today, they involve them- selves in exotic fantasies about imaginary places in the wild, blue yonder after they die.

—Ralph Nielsen
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Argonaut Letters & Guest Columns Policy

The Argonaut welcomes reader letters and guest columns. Letters must be one page or less, typed, double spaced, be signed and include the phone number and address of each writer. Letters may also be submitted by e-mail to argonaut@uidaho.edu or by fax to (208) 885-2222. The Argonaut reserves the right to refuse or edit letters. Only one letter may be submitted from a single author. Guest columns must go through the same editing and approval process as our staff columns.

WE WANT YOU

TO BE PART OF THE STUDENT MEDIA TEAM! THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE OPEN FOR NEXT FALL.
APPLICATIONS MUST BE TURNED IN TO THE ASUI OFFICE BY FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1996 AT 5:00 PM.

Argonaut Editor
Argonaut Advertising Manager
Gem of the Mountains Editor
KUO! Station Manager

APPLY TODAY!
Antlers can serve many functions

Jerri Lake

It’s hard to imagine someone eating or drinking the antler of a deer, elk, or moose. In parts of the Orient, antlers are ground into a fine powder and consumed as an aphrodisiac or used in medicinal remedies.

This powdered compound has not been proven to work, however, it does create a market for most of the antlers a person can find. Other markets include specialty furniture, lamps and game manufacturers.

Deer, elk and moose antlers are used to make chairs, tables, coat racks and hanging or free standing lamps. Game boards are made out of elk and moose antlers, while artisans like the moose antler’s large flat area to paint outdoor scenes on.

Deer, elk and moose shed their antlers after the fall and early winter mating season. They usually shed during the late winter or early spring while they’re in their winter feeding areas depending upon the species. Many of these areas are close to Moscow.

The outskirts of Moscow, Troy, Deary, or any other area that deer, elk, or moose hang out during the winter is a good place to find antlers.

I go to the hills to get exercise and pick up any dropped antlers I can find. Collecting antlers, watching wildlife, and getting exercise all at the same time are good reasons to walk around in the woods.

Most antlered animals like to winter at or below snow line where the food supply is better. They will drop their antlers from the ridge tops to the bottom of canyons because they change elevation as the weather changes.

This time of year the newer antler drops will still be in good condition because small animals will not have chewed on them for their calcium.

The price varies depending on the condition of the antlers and time of year. Newer antlers are usually in better condition and bring a higher dollar value than the older ones. Antlers still in velvet can bring a higher price for the Asian market. Older antlers are normally weathered and sometimes chewed, however, buyers still take most of them.

Antler prices usually start around $3 a pound and can go up over $8 depending on the condition and time of year. Elk and moose usually bring the higher price per pound over deer. The average deer antler can weigh around one or two pounds, while the average elk or moose antler can weigh about eight to 12 pounds. The better the condition, the higher the value.

Antler buyers are usually found in the classified section of the newspaper under “Want to Buy.”

It took my wife and I about half an hour to reach the Waha Mountains 15 miles south of Lewiston even though it was lightly raining. After being coop’d up around the house, work and school all year, we felt an afternoon in the Waha would be a pleasant change.

We walked around the hills for about an hour before finding our first antler. The walk was relaxing and we were able to watch several types of wildlife like squirrels, birds, a badger and a coyote. Each time the rain stopped, the aroma of pine trees was strong in the freshly rained air.

After we were there three hours, we had found a skull with two antlers and four other single antlers. One of the newest drops had belonged to a Whitetail deer, had four points on it and weighed around four pounds. It was deformed and had a calcium growth that looked like the face of an animal. I will use it for an art project because of its unique shape and good condition.

After four hours, we decided to head home. We had almost nine pounds of antlers, lots of fresh air and exercise, and some quality time with each other.

There will be times when you go out and don’t find any antlers. However, the time spent in the hills enjoying the outdoors and wildlife is always worth the trip. Any antler you find are a bonus.
We Want You

We want anyone who is interested in wildlife management and conservation to participate in this program. This will be an opportunity to share your experiences and learn from others. Please bring your enthusiasm and a willingness to contribute to the success of this event.

Tuesday, March 12, 1996

Argonaut Editor
Argonaut Advertising Manager
Gem of the Mountains Editor
KUOI Station Manager

Apply Today!

Migratory bird information needed

Hunters can help manage migratory game birds better by giving wildlife agencies a little more information. The federal U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and all state wildlife agencies, including the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, are monitoring the harvest of migratory game birds for more detailed information beginning this fall. The new Migratory Bird Harvest Survey Program is meant to provide federal and state agencies with more complete harvest data.

Anyone who hunts any kind of migratory birds should report their licenses, species, dates and times of hunting, and any other information they think might be useful. This information will be used to estimate migratory bird harvest, nationwide. Because this program will include migratory species that are not usually covered, species for which there is currently far less harvest information, this program will cover additional information.

The Fish and Wildlife Service officials point out that it is in the hunter's best interests to have wildlife management decisions based on the best available scientific information. This information is necessary to determine the status of wildlife populations and the effectiveness of management programs.

High performance custom computers and networks—The best in productivity and educational software training and technical support for every product we carry...

Planning a Trip?

Check out our travel gear, packs and luggage...
**Sports**

### Cravens out at Idaho

**Dan Eckles**

The proverbial axe fell Monday morning on University of Idaho basketball coach Joe Cravens. The University announced Monday it would not renew the contracts of Cravens and his coaches for the 1996-97 season. It’s the end of an era for a man who led Idaho to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.

Criminals didn’t haul the proverbial axe to Joe Cravens but, just as sure as you read this, it was pointed at the head of the Vandals’ basketball program. Monday morning, it was announced that Joe Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.

In the era of cutbacks, cost-cutting and downsizing, university administrators are finding it increasingly expensive to pay the salaries of athletic directors. The Vandals are no exception and Cravens’ firing is one of the more notable moves of the year. Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.

Last year, Idaho was seeded 12th in the NCAA Tournament, but this year they were only 4-3. The team has struggled throughout the season and this is the first time in the Cravens era that the Vandals have missed the NCAA Tournament.

In his four years as coach, Cravens was 79-80 over four years. The Vandals have been competitive in the Big Sky Conference, finishing in the top three in three of the past four seasons.

### Cravens was out after four years

**Damon Barkdull**

It was bound to happen. Joe Cravens was riding high after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991. But even the greatest coaches have an expiration date and Monday morning, it was announced that Joe Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.

Former Idaho coach Larry Hinkle, who was fired after the 1991 season, was named Athletic Director at Idaho and is expected to name a new head coach in the near future.

In his four years as coach, Cravens was 79-80 over four years. The Vandals have been competitive in the Big Sky Conference, finishing in the top three in three of the past four seasons. But even the greatest coaches have an expiration date and Monday morning, it was announced that Joe Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.

Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991. The Vandals were 11-2 in the Big Sky Conference last season and Cravens was expected to return for another year.

**Mike Stetson**

For Idaho, the Big Sky Tournament provided a last grasp at glory in a mediocre season. The Vandals took on a magical run through the Big Sky Tournament, finishing in the tourney’s final four.

The Vandals were seeded 16th in the NCAA Tournament, but they were only 14-18 on the season. The team has struggled throughout the season and this is the first time in the Cravens era that the Vandals have missed the NCAA Tournament.

When last year's NCAA Tournament winner Idaho was seeded 12th in the NCAA Tournament, but this year they were only 4-3. The team has struggled throughout the season and this is the first time in the Cravens era that the Vandals have missed the NCAA Tournament.

In his four years as coach, Cravens was 79-80 over four years. The Vandals have been competitive in the Big Sky Conference, finishing in the top three in three of the past four seasons. But even the greatest coaches have an expiration date and Monday morning, it was announced that Joe Cravens was fired after leading the Vandals to the NCAA Tournament in 1991.
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**CATS WIN BSC**

Jenny Sprinkle scored a career-high 30 to lead his Montana State Bobcats to an 81-70 victory over Weber State on Saturday night in the Big Sky men's championship game in Bozeman, Mont. Sprinkle hit 11 of 13 shots from the field, including a 7-for-9 performance from three-point land. Weber (20-10) was led in guard Ryan Cuff, who finished with 26 points and a 9-15 shooting display from the field.

The Bobcats (21-8) will advance to the NCAA 64-team tournament and fill the seat in Big Sky Conference's automatic berth, a 13th seed in the West Region, the fourth seed in Syracuse, N.Y., on Thursday.

Although a trip to the Big Dance was expected from the Bobcats' first-seeded team, they had some trouble holding off a vastly Weber squad. Cuff scored Weber's first 12 points and gave the Wildcats a 16-14 lead halfway through the first half. Going into intermission, Weber held a 33-22 lead after a buzzer-beating three-pointer by Wildcat Jimmy DeGraffenried.

The Bobcats soon found a way to score and at the 12:13 mark in the second half, MSU led 48-45. A three-pointer by Cuff tied the score at 48 with just under 12:00 remaining and began a scoring binge by the Bobcats as they soon began to pull away from the Weber State squad. MSU's Adam Leachman and Mike Elliott scored the Bobcats' 18 points in a 26-12 scoring run. Definitively led four Wildcats in double figures with 21 points. Shane Flanagan led Bronc with 16 points.

**HATHAWAY PLACES 11TH AT NCAA'S**

The University of Idaho tracksters were shut out at the NCAA meet this past weekend, but the fact they qualified is an achievement in itself. Towanda Chiwira and PM Kambangira failed to advance out of their qualifying heat, in the 200 and 400 meter dash, and also finished fourth with Jason St. Hill and Garth Chcadab in their 4X400 relay heat.

Chiwira ran a 21.76 in his heat of the 200, while Kambangira ran a 48.28 in his heat respectively.

"Neither of them ran as well as they could have," said Vandal coach Mike Keller.

Along with the sprinters, Thad Hathaway finished 11th in the high jump, clearing 7 feet 1/2 inch.

**Cats win BSC**

**Young athletes stealing show from veterans in swimming**

Has the lady begun to sing a song for some of the previous United States swimming Olympic hopefuls, or was it just a song for the past of Olympic Trials, knocking the youngsters out of contention? A few past Olympic swimming hopefuls will not be going to Atlanta the way they hoped. Instead of representing the United States in an individual event, the Olympic trials have shifted them down to one group relay event or complete elimination because of their efforts of the past few years. Such was the case for Jenny Thompson who will be limited to the 400 meter freestyle relay, having failed to qualify for an individual event, going 0 for 3 at the trials Saturday.

Two others not making the qualifying times and places were Cinyia Alman-Leighten, trying to make her second straight Olympic team, and Adia Nelkin who was the star of the U.S. Olympic Trials.

Hopefuls and past contemporaries are one thing, but in Thompson's Alman-Leighten's case the woman digs a little deeper because they were both beaten in their respective events. They took medals for the Barcelona Olympics. Thompson was a double-gold medalist in the 100-meter butterfly and the 50-meter freestyle and Alman-Leighten was a silver medalist in the 100-meter butterfly, but in the butterfly trials Saturday Thompson finished fourth and Alman-Leighten finished fifth.

Other American athletes like Tom Dolan, whose goal is making the team in four individual events, and Ananda Beard, who is looking to make the Olympic Team in multiple individual events, are still plugging and chugging with all of their might having taken the top spots in their events so far, but still there is that possibility they could be beaten and have to forfeit at least one of their events. It is really a reality check for past greats who believe they are invincible and undefeated.

Saturday, the 200m men's butterfly was won by a young man from the University of Michigan who made his Olympic trial debut taking first place in the event.

Times are changing and the future for most professional athletes in sports, as far as the Olympics are concerned, is slowly growing shorter. The effects young athletes have, who have no chance of making the Olympic level, are devastating to older athletes. Still most argue that experience is the key to getting over barriers like the large leap in competition level and the pressure associated with that competition. Having been, for example, in the Olympics or to the Superbowl or any other large event before, older athletes know what to expect and are probably less likely to freeze up when it comes time to perform and know the feeling that they get when everything is worked out correctly to be victorious in the end. Sure a young athlete knows this in his head, but not putting that knowledge to practical use has really can have a negative impact. On the other hand, experience is one thing, but natural ability in another. Saturday, the 200m men's butterfly was won by a young man from the University of Michigan who made his Olympic trial debut taking first place in the event.

Individual involvement with a sport as opposed to a group effort, whether they are Olympic events or professional sports, makes all the difference in the world, and therefore pitting the sport young athletes a greater chance of success as part of a group that the Olympic level. This pertains to the Olympic Games especially because most events like running, swimming, jumping, etc. call for the efforts of the individual. Like a young pilot who cannot be licensed to fly on his own without sufficient monitored time, so are the registered hours of actual Olympic performance on a young athlete's time card. The big difference between those two is the fact that an able athlete with no time in can go out and run the competition into the ground, and this should be no surprise because it happens all the time in individual sports.

Being part of a team makes all the difference. One person cannot claim any kind of a victory without the efforts of their teammates. The case of Thompson currently limited to the 400-meter as a member of the Olympic Team justifies this point. Alone, her ability concerning the 200-meter is not strong enough to compete with the new talent, but as a member of the 400-meter relay team her weakness is in a certain area can be made up for by another's strength and vice versa. A team objective is not achievable if everything is put on the shoulders of one person, but it is a way an individual supports themselves in one person event.

Experience is one thing, but past Olympic swimmers have grown at the trials that ability of their athletes is almost unstoppable.

**Byron Jarnagin**

---

**With Cable TV You'll Laugh More!**

**Smile More!**

**Cheer More!**

**Save More!**

With Cable TV you'll laugh more, smile more, cheer more, and save more. Right now Century Communications makes it more attractive than ever to bring Century Cable TV into your home. The more cable you get, the more you save, with a minimum of $18.00 or more. Get Century Cable, and enjoy it on every TV in your home at no extra monthly cost! Call Century today and enjoy more while you save more.

**HBO DISNEY ESPN USA**

---

**If you don't have cable get full service cable and save more – $5**

**Get Full Service Cable and HBO or Cartoon and Save more – $10**

**Get Full Service Cable and HBO or Cartoon and Save more – $15**

---

**If you do have cable get and save up to – $10**

**Add HBO and Cartoon and Save up to – $15**

---

**CENTURY COMMUNICATIONS**

208-882-2832

---

**247 HOURS A DAY A WEEK**

---

**CAPTAIN'S COMMUNICATIONS**

208-801-2200

---

**HARDEE'S**

1976, HARDEE'S FOOD SYSTEMS, INC.©

---

**DAILY SPECIALS**

**MONDAY & TUESDAY**

**2 HAMBURGERS**

**WEDNESDAY**

**HOT HAM 'N' CHEESE SANDWICH**

**THURSDAY**

**1/4 LB. MUSHROOM 'N' SWISS BURGER**

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

**1/4 LB. CHEESEBURGER**

**SUNDAY**

**ROAST BEEF**

---

**EVERYDAY A WAY TO SAVE!**

OFFER GOOD AT REGULAR HOURS FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY AT PARTICIPATING HARDEE'S RESTAURANTS
### 1996 NCAA Men's Basketball Championship

**First Round**
- March 14-15
- [Teams and Results]

**Second Round**
- March 16-17
- [Teams and Results]

**Regional Semifinals**

**East Region**
- March 21 & 23
- [Team Matchups]

**Midwest Region**
- March 21 & 23
- [Team Matchups]

**Southwest Region**
- March 22 & 24
- [Team Matchups]

**Southeast Region**
- March 22 & 24
- [Team Matchups]

**NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP**
- East Rutherford, New Jersey
- March 30

---

# March Madness

**SUNGLASSES $20 Off**
Ray Ban, Vuarnet, Oakley, Bolle, Serengeti, Gargoyles, Revo, Bocc, Ex-Sightment
M-F 9-6
Sat 10-4
108 E. 6th Moscow • 883-3000 • good thru Sat, March 16

---

**Honeymoon Blues Gotcha Down?**
Let T.A.I. take all the stress out of planning your honeymoon.
Call us about our Honeymoon Registry.

**TRAVEL AGENTS INTERNATIONAL**
Eastside Marketplace • 1420 S. Blaine St. Moscow • 882-7667

---

**IT'S CALZONE TUESDAY!**
Buy one Calzone at regular price the next one is only $9.99
Call us for free delivery!!
1330 W. Pullman Rd. Moscow • 833-3333

---

**16" 2-item w/ Pitcher of Beer or 4 pop for $12.00 w/ coupon**
1330 W. Pullman Rd. Moscow • 833-3333

---

MARCH MADNESS is here once again and the glorified name couldn't be any more appropriate than it is this year. The selection/ seeding committee must have been mad, as in ravingly insane, to come up with 20 of the gems they conjured up this time around. There are yearly gripes about who got left out and which bubble teams won the committee's favor, but I don't know what these folks were thinking on a couple calls.

First of all, how do you give Purdue a number one seed? They went 23-5 and played in a (compared to past years) relatively weak Big-10. Cincinnati and Kansas had better records and played tougher non-league schedules. Wake Forest received a two seed and plays in the ACC, arguably the toughest conference in the land.

And how can you leave out Jerry Tarkanian's Fresno State Club and Clem Haskins' Minnesota team? Tark's Bulldogs went 20-10 in a solid WAC, dropped highly ranked Utah twice and lost in triple overtime in the semifinals of the WAC tourney to eventual tournament winner New Mexico. The Big-10 Golden Gophers always play a tough schedule and made a late run to finish 16-12. Tourny philosophy says you have to play your best ball at the end of the year...so what's the deal on Minnesota?

I've even got the two teams that shouldn't have got in, St. Clara and Ohio. The Broncos didn't win 20 games even though they played in the less-than-spectacular West Coast Conference. They also lost in their conference tournament to home in the WCC's eighth seed. The other.axis-receiver is Clemson. I don't care what conference you play in, if you don't play 200 ball in league you don't get into the Big Dance.

So now that I've complained I'll let you in on the outcomes. Don't tell anyone, this stuff isn't supposed to be out yet. The Final Four has no real surprises as UCONN, Kansas, UMASS and Kentucky make the trip to the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, New Jersey for the Final Four. Kentucky knocks off Kansas to cut down the nets April 1.

Watch out for these sleepers this weekend: Oklahoma, California, Arkansas, Tulsa and Texas. I could tell you everything that happens, but that would take all the suspense and wouldn't be any fun. Would it?

—Jean Eddleman

With the Big Dance looking more like a country swing contest this year, I will try to generate thought or two about what will happen.

---

*See TOURNEY PAGE 17*
With the turmoil starting in the West, Wild West, where Purdue received a number 1 seed, I see Roy Williams of Illinois coming out on top. My upset for this bracket falls on the shoulders of Iowa, who will reach the Sweet 16 before falling to Kansas.

In the Midwest, the Cheecheshead of Wisconsin Green Bay will sendFelino's Wildcats packing in the second round. Before polishing off Utah to reach the elite eight.

In the East, All I will say is that Allen Iverson and Victor Page are the best backcourt tandem, and although I have great respect for UMass, Georgetown will prevail. The unknown of the Section is Texas Tech. At 28-1 and currently sixth in the polls, the Red Raiders still only managed a three seed. It will be interesting to see what they can do.

In the toughest bracket of all, teams like UCLA, Duke, Temple and Mississippi State could all get hot and beat the top seeds. I like Georgia Tech a lot, with Matt Hayning, Drew Barry and Stephen Marbury, not to mention the improvement of Eddie Elmsa and Maxcliff, I see them going all the way to the Final Four. Connecticut will be there also. The good news is that the Yellow Jackets depth is getting better each game. Temple will knock off Cincinnati, if they can get by a sleeper in Oklahoma.

So here we go, Georgia Tech, Kansas, Wake Forest and Georgetown will be in East Rhetrolled to end March Madness, with the Madness really getting hot April 1 when Georgia Tech and Georgetown lock horns. The Yellow Jackets want it bad, but the biggest game ever in college hoops, 83-81, the last court layup, Muthey and Iverson.

Mark Vandersoul
Here we go again. Last year I was proven wrong by the bandwagon—those who picked all first seeds to be in the Final Four. Of course picking all first seeds is probably a safe bet, especially since most people wager a buck or two on one of those office pool bracket sheets. So here goes the mortgage payment.

Final Four pick: Georgia Tech (Southeast), Kansas, Georgetown (East) and Kentucky (Midwest).

National Champion: Kansas

By: Jack—If I was hoping Penn State would make it into the tourney so we could see coach Jerry Tarkanian bite into eggs every fifty years, but since the Bulldogs got ripped off, Pll have to say Temple coach John Chaney is not only scary looking, but also a darn good team in the Big Dance every year.

March: First round matchup: Wisconsin (Green Bay) vs. Temple (Villanova). The cheeseheads will still be able to pack fans into the N.F.L. stadium, charge the cart and eat a little. A win for the Wildcats would get the VU fans back in the house.

West: Michigan—Springy Pickles. All people out there seem to be hops for as the CBS can keep on and off from every real comment he may make. The CBS decision is made in light of the biggest upset.

Biggest Upset: Sorry Orangemen! I'm going to back on you again and say Montana State will get the upset. I guess it's just my Big Sky pride showing through. Yeah right!

Most competitive game: Georgia Tech vs. Kansas. The Jayhawks are bigger than bees and a bird would win in a straight out battle against a puny insect (unless the bees came in a swarm).

-Damon Barkdall
Strip yourself down sports fans for a wild ride. This season, dominated by UMass and Kentucky, proves the year when anyone can, and will, win. With the top teams being knocked-off by conference rivals, this year's tournament opens a ton of doors for the Cinderellas.

In the West, we start with the worst first, Kansas should ride above the field despite a humbling loss to Iowa State in the Big-8. The Jayhawks, with the losses of Iverson and Syracorse is tough coming out of the Big Bad East. It's no stretch to see the brackets, George Washington, they beat UMass, you go pick 'em.

Speaking of UMass, let's go East. The Wildcats can rule the East. Not because they're the team to beat because of lots known Mississippi Valley State. The Delta Devils did shock first round Shock Johnny Pitino's Georgia, the only team who can top UMass in the East. Remember the Hoyas didnot have the tough teams and Syracuse is tough coming out of the Big Bad East. Third surprise of the bracketers. George Washington, they beat UMass, you go pick 'em.

Expect all seeds to be out of the tourney. One of the tourney's oners, UCLA, Temple, Purdue, Duke, Marquette and Georgetown. Although the Hoyas are only ranked number two in the Big East, behind the explosive talent of Allen Iverson they stand a good chance. "March Madness" is not necessary predetermined by the tournament rating system ranking the 64 teams, but it makes fans stop and wonder if some teams, whether a high seed or a low seed, have an easier road than others.

Some upset teams to look out for this year should be Wake Forest, UNC, Temple, Purdue, Duke, Marquette and Georgetown. For example, all bad recruiting by Cravens could be seen in a guy like Jason Green, who led the state of Washington scoring and was considered a first team all-state all-star in Washington somehow found his way to John. Not because the PAC-10 didn't see him as a good player, but because the PAC-10 coaches did their research and knew that Green was trouble. The Yellowjackets are better again this year, and will be a difficult test for anyone.

I'm interested.

-Fired

Sports

JOURNEY • FROM PAGE 16

ARE YOU A GREEK?

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED.

ALL GREEK COMPOSITE PICTURES ARE IN THE BOOK.

GEM of the Mountains

THE ARGONAUT • 17
75 percent of dog owners spend 45 min/day or more in activities with their pets. Working mothers spend 11 min/day of “quality time” with their children (30 min/day on weekends). Fathers with kids: 8 min/day workdays; 14 min/day weekends.

Source: USA Today 12/1/95 quoting Louis Harris survey.
What we say causes a headache.

1970 Mobile Home 12'x32'. Two bedroom, one bath, W/D, gas appl., refrig., air conditioned. Owner Court. $19,500/OBO. 882-8170.

49 Plymouth Horizon SE auto, low miles, good running condition. $7,000/OBO. 882-4660.

One round-trip plane ticket on Northwest. Valid until 5-22-96. Call 882-7220. E-mail mills913@udaho.edu. Good for various destinations.

Mountain Bike: mongoose 19 inch Shimano LX and DX comp. $325 OBO. Alan 882-6037.

Your 100 Zip Drives & disks for PCs & Mac's are here. Parallel, SCSI, SCSI Cards & Disks. ALL IN STOCK! Drive $5/Each. Disk singles $19.95ea. 5pk $17.95ea. 10pk $15.95ea. Get yours today from Digital Direct on UI campus. 121 Sweet Ave (UI Bus & Tech incubator next to new married student housing). 885-3820.

Epton House is now hiring for the following positions: 0-3hrs/week. Working with a developmentally disabled client in own apartment. 6:30-8:30am M-F at the above address. 3:30-9:00pm Sunday-Thursday at group home. Call 882-7327 between noon & 4:00pm.

Summer employment Andries Inc. Omorion, Oregon. Hiring for summer field scout positions. Responsible for monitoring seed fields for insects: mid-May through mid-August. Will contact pre-graduated students only! Contact Lynelle. 541-889-9109.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to $2,000/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-971-3505 ext. C59504.

$1750 weekly possible working in the UK. Call 301-306-1207.

**RENTALS**

**OTTO HILL APARTMENTS**

TAKING APPLICATIONS 3/25-4/10 for one and two bedroom apartments. Move-in 6/17. 11-1/2 month lease, no pets, $12 application fee per person, 2 minds per married couple. Check or money order only. 1218 S. Main, 882-2524.


**ROOMMATES**


Roommates needed. 10 min walk to campus. W/D, electric, $160 security deposit. Call Oscar 882-3156.

Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom apartment located across from Targhee Hall. $225/month plus 1/2 utilitie. Close to campus. 882-0003.

**FOR SALE**


30 Red Toyota 4x4 Pickup, shortbed. Matching Brawna canopy, carpet kit, lift wheels, tins. 79k. Seller motivated (509)-397-2547.


Women’s Timberline 12-speed, Excellent condition. $100 OBO. 882-0168.

Three bedroom two bath condo. Pets OK. $71,000. Call 883-4795.


Remember you don't have to be "drunk" to be impaired - impairment begins with the first drink. Be safe with a designated driver.

Wear you seat belt - it's you best protection against a drunk driver.

Respect other people's rights, and your own, to choose not to drink. Respect state laws and campus policies.

Stay out of dangerous situations involving alcohol, whether in a car, a bar, or a bedroom.

If a friend drinks to the point of passing out, alcohol poisoning is a real danger. If you're concerned, seek medical attention. Better safe than sorry.

STOP BY ONE OF THE INFORMATION TABLES AT THE WALLACE CAFETERIA, STUDENT UNION BUILDING OR THE LIBRARY

Sponsored by the UI HIV/AIDS Task Force, Residence Life Office, Student Advisory Services, Student Health, GAMMA, IFC & Panhellenic Council